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About This Game

You can feel immersed in racing where speed is not as important as intelligence and skill. The 180 degree turns in this type of
races make the position taken is important and the possibility of displacing the opponent has an advantage. You can run at night

and with obstacle course.

Gamepad needed.

No need to explain, you’ve already lived in the movies this type of races in films like Ben-Hur, but now you will be the
protagonist. Enjoy it!
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Title: Rome Circus Maximus: Chariot Race VR
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Vicente Rosell Roig
Publisher:
Vicente Rosell Roig
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i7

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1060

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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rome circus maximus chariot race vr

Great Game! Yes there are some bugs, but it is a work in progress and it's coming along nicely. I would recommend this game if
you like sci-fi survival basebuilding games.. Excellent game. Very challenging. Not happy that it is unifinished. This game is
amazing. It's basically mount your friends with GIRP. So essentially, it's a game of mount your friends in real time, but you are
limited to only certain parts of the mountain to grab on to. The only bad things I have about this game is that there's no
Keyboard+Mouse support, and that there's no online. But other than that, it's an amazing game.

P.S. The developer is a cool guy, he'll probably fix the cons down the road.

Edit: If you have an XBox One (or 360 if you have Windows 7) controller, and it's wireless, just by a dongle for it off of
Amazon. That's how I play 4 player.. Absolute great RTS. So much details, from troops to the way building can be destroyed
everything is taken into account a challenging but very enjoyable experience. I really hope to see more of this kind from these
devs in the future.. Some hard puzzles and nice mood. Works great with the oculus remote.. Well.. started playing it today.. it
has a creepy feeling to it and i got a bit scared( so seems to be worth my money..I will come back later. So far it seems very
good :D. An amazing bit of software and I would definately reccomend. However, in the future it would be nice to see the
TrapNation colour spectrum. But, nevertheless it is brilliant!. This one's an good old dungeon crawler that stays true to its core. I
like the visuals, and the game kinda sucks you in right away.
Also, the dev is active and helpful on the forums.
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I made it about three levels into this game. ♥♥♥♥ this♥♥♥♥♥♥ This is too ♥♥♥♥ing hard.

I bought this♥♥♥♥♥♥because I thought my children might like it. Nope. I'm 39 and it is too hard.. while being very simple,
you can actually make some sweet music with this.. A cross between a rail shooter and "The Lab"s Xortex; pretty good looking
with reasonable detail and a cool space battle backdrop. It's good fun but it's also really hard.. Simple hidden object puzzle game
that kept me moderately entertained for a couple of hours.
BUT the ending is a disappointing "to be continued" and as a result makes the short game feel even shorter, and left me with a
sense of disgruntled bitterness rather than the satisfaction of finishing.. Short experience. Took me 17 mins. But there's
replayability if you didn't get all the achievements on first try, I guess.

Pros
- good, touching story
- good music

Cons
- none?

Neutral
- linear exporation
- weird accent on narrator (which I actually found kind of charming). It's like a weird mix of...Polish and Nicaraguan?
- extremely short. But is just $2, so...who cares.

Overall, if you like narrative games, this is worth $2. It's a nice, somewhat eye-opening story.
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